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CJKUI has played an increasingly important role in our daily lives. In China, more and more 

books and papers have mentioned IRG, but what’s troubling is that the Chinese translations of 

the name of IRG have become so diverse in Chinese that it would mislead the public think there 

are multiple organizations on CJKUI encoding. 

When we edited the book 《方寸之间——汉字文字设计文集》 (Fānɡcùnzhījiān: Hànzì 

Wénzìshèjì Wénjí) which is a book related to the different aspects of the modern typography in 

East Asia, we chose the Chinese name of IRG as “表意文字小组”, because this translation has 

been used more widely in Chinese since its full name was “Ideographic Rapporteur Group”. 

However, when we shifted our perspective to a broader scope, we found the problem had not 

been solved well. The editors, proofreaders and quality inspectors need to waste a lot of time 

to confirm which Chinese name is right or suitable for the book publishing field. 

The current full name of IRG is “Ideographic Research Group”, that means we need to show the 

corresponding words of the word “research” in the translations; and IRG is still a long-term 

ad-hoc encoding group under WG2, so “小组” will be better than “组” in Chinese. On the other 

hand, “工作组” or “工作小组” in Chinese corresponds to “working group” (WG) in ISO 

materials, so it is not suitable to use this word in the Chinese translations. This document 

shows my suggestions on the translations of IRG in Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, 

Zhuang and Portuguese. 

Table 1 Current and suggested regional translations of IRG 

Tag Current Suggested 

zh-Hans-CN 
汉字编码国际工作组 

表意文字工作组 
表意文字研究小组 

zh-Hant-HK 表意文字小組 表意文字研究小組 

zh-Hant-MO 表意文字小組 表意文字研究小組 

zh-Hant-TW IRG工作組 表意文字研究小組 

ja-Jpan-JP (unknown) 表意
ひょうい

文字
も じ

研究
けんきゅう

グループ 

ko-Hang-KR (unknown) 표의문자 연구 그룹 

ko-Kore-KR (unknown) 表意文字研究그룹 

https://book.douban.com/subject/36415619/
https://book.douban.com/subject/36415619/
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Tag Current Suggested 

vi-Latn-VN Nho m ba o ca o vie n chữ  bie u y  Nho m Nghie n cữ u Chữ  Bie u y  

vi-Hani-VN (unknown) 𩁱研究𡨸表意 

za-Latn-CN (unknown) Ban Yenzgiu Saw Byaujyi 

za-Hans-CN (unknown) 班研究𰁈表意 

pt-Latn-MO Grupo de Pesquisa Ideogra fica Grupo de Pesquisa Ideogra fica 

It is not urgent to decide at this meeting directly, but it is better to record the results in 

somewhere when we have the consensus comments on the translations. The followings will 

show the current translations for the authoritative recent references. Note that I strongly 

suggest the Chinese translations should be consistent in Chinese mainland, Hong Kong SAR, 

Macao SAR and Taiwan Province. Some experts once mentioned “ideograph” was translated as 

“漢字” in some JIS standards, but I found “表意文字” is still used for the term “ideograph” in 

Japanese. 

For Chinese mainland, I find two Chinese translations used by SAC/TC28/SC2 at the same time. 

The first one is “汉字编码国际工作组” which is used in the official document 《国家标准 GB 

18030-2022〈信息技术中文编码字符集〉理解与使用》 (p. 54, see Fig. 1), the second one is 

“表意文字工作组” which is used in the ongoing official document 《信息技术 生僻字处理指

南（征求意见稿）》 (p. 9, see Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 1 

 

Fig. 2 

For Hong Kong SAR and Macao SAR of China, the Chinese translations of IRG is consistent. Both 

of them are “表意文字研究小組” in HKSCS-2016 and 《澳門特別行政區資訊系統中文編碼統

一方案總體文件》 (see Figs. 3 and 4). However, the translation on HKSCS-2016 meant the 
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previous full name of IRG, and Macao SAR updated the English full name in the materials, but 

the Chinese translation has not been changed. The website of CCLI also provides the 

corresponding translation in simplified Chinese kindly (see Fig. 5). On the other hand, 

Portuguese version of Fig. 4 provided the Portuguese translations of IRG as “Grupo de Pesquisa 

Ideogra fica” (see Fig.6) which is suitable to use. 

 

Fig. 3 

 

Fig. 4 

 

Fig. 5 

 

Fig. 6 

https://www.ccli.gov.hk/sc/iso10646/irg.html
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In Taiwan Province of China, CMEX used the name as “IRG工作組” (see Fig. 7). 

 

Fig. 7 

In Vietnam, VNPF used the Vietnamese translation of IRG as “Nho m ba o ca o vie n chữ  bie u y ” 

(see Fig. 8), or “Nho m Ba o ca o vie n chữ  Bie u y ” in the book Kho Chữ Hán Nôm Mã Hoá (aka 

Hán Nôm Coded Character Repertoire, p. vii, see Fig. 9). Both had matched the previous full 

name of IRG. 

 

Fig. 8 

 

Fig. 9 

I don’t know if it is a troubling issue in Japan and ROK, because I haven’t found any better 

Japanese and Korean translations of IRG in the standards or other authoritative materials. JIS 

X 0201:2020 and the book 『デジタル学術空間の作り方』 edited by SAT experts both 

showed IRG not the Japanese translation. 

 

(End of Document) 

 

https://www.cmex.org.tw/page.jsp?SN=chinese&ID=30
http://nomfoundation.org/About-the-Foundation/Misions?uiLang=vn

